[The role of biological needs in the genesis of self stimulation].
It has been found in fifteen rats with monopolar electrodes implanted in the lateral hypothalamus that after stimulation of the brain with bursts of electrical pulses of fixed duration, with definite combinations of stimulation parameters, the histograms of the duration of pedal pressing have a polymodal appearance. As the combinations of stimulation parameters change, the number, position and magnitude of the modes undergo a corresponding change. With unchanged parameters of stimulation the form of pressing duration histogram does not change significantly. A conclusion has been drawn that the modal duration of pressing in the course of self-stimulation is apparently an effector manifestation of central integration of reinforcing excitation. In a state of hunger and thirst as well as under weak nembutal anaesthesia, the previously monomodal histograms of the pressing durations produce additional modes which diminish and disappear after satiation and discontinuation of the nembutal effect. It is assumed that at least some modes of the histograms of the pressing duration of self-stimulation may reflect an activation of the systems of biological needs.